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Abstract: - At present days people are interacted on the information present on social media and their decisions. There is a chances
of leaving a reviews on a social media whether is positive or negative by spammers on particular product, organization and their
services .by identifying these spammers and spams inorder to know the reviews in the social media, we are introducing a novel
framework called Netspam which utilizes spam features for modeling review datasets as heterogeneous information networks to
map spam detection procedure into a classification problem in such networks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Online social media places a major role for producers by
providing a advertisements, campaigns etc for the
customers due to selection of products whether it is good
or bad it is based on the reviews written in online either
in positive or negative depend on that the customer is
going to select the product.by the help of positive reviews
will automatically get success in business this leads to the
development in economy ,some people identify a
comments as a reviews this is a good oppurtinity for the
spammers to produce a fake reviews in social media
about the product and their services. The fact that anyone
with anyidentity can leave comments as review, provides
a tempting opportunity for spammers to write fake
reviews designed to mislead users’ opinion. This
abnormal reviews are multiplied in sharing on a online
social media.mainly the reviews are written for the
customers how good the product or a services are
considered as spam and are often written in exchange for
money. Recently a few literatures are published to detect
the spammers and spams and also helpful in making the
analyses on this particular topic. In this we are using
different techniques or algorithms to find the spammers
and spam reviews like N-gram technique,comparision
algorithm, splitting algorithm etc; and classifiers One of
them is a classifier that can calculate feature weights that
show each feature’s level of importance in determining
spam reviews. Previous work:As mentioned earlier, we
model the problem as a heterogeneous network where
nodes are either real components in a dataset (such as
reviews, users and products) or spam features.Index
Term:Social Media, Social Network, Spammer, Spam
Review, Fake Review, Heterogeneous Information
Networks.
II. PROPOSED SOLUTION:
 Upload Excel File:

In the Upload Excel File Module, user has to select the
file from the client machine and the file content will be
sent to the server via URL in the form of multipart ,in
the server side servlet receives the file content and write
the file content in the folder of the application. From that
folder it reads the file content and store the file content in
to the database.
 Fake Review Detection 1:
In the Fake Review Detection 1 process , Data will be
read from the database and checks whether the
IP_Address and UserID is fake or not based on the meta
data table and insert the fake reviews in to the fake
review table . And also it checks whether the number of
reviews from the IP_Address are exceeding the threshold
limit with in the threshold time limit, if any IP_Address
exceeds the threshold limit,then that reviews will be
inserted to the fake review table and that IP_Address will
be inserted to the Meta Fake IP_Address table and rest of
the reviews will be inserted to the Real reviews table.
 Fake Review Detection 2:
In the Fake Review Detection 2 process , reviews will be
read from the Real reviews table, considering each
reviews , in the first level ,unnecessary words and
special characters will be removed, in the second level
categorize each and every word is noun or adjective , in
the third level paring the noun and adjacent adjective , in
the fourth level checks whether the adjective which is
paired with the noun is negative or positive , in the fifth
level checks whether the maximum number of pairs are
positive or negative , based on the maximum count of
positive or negative, assign the review value as positive
or negative ,in the sixth level calculate and insert the two
gram and three gram pairs in to the database, in the
seventh level calculate the count percentage, positive
percentage and n-gram percentage of each user and add
all the percentages and get total percentage threshold , if
any user exceeds total percentage threshold, consider that
user is fake and insert that user in to the meta fake user
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III. CONCLUSION
This study introduces a novel spam detection framework
namely NetSpam based on a metapath concept.Our
observations show that calculated weights by using this
metapath concept can be very effective in identifying
spam reviews and leads to a better performance.
NetSpam can calculate the importance of each feature
and it yields better performance in the features addition
process, and performs better than previous works, with
only a small number of features. Moreover,after defining
four main categories for features our observations show
that the reviews behavioral category performs better than
other categories, in terms of AP, AUC as well as in the
calculated weights. The results also confirm that using
different supervisions, similar to the semi-supervised
method, have no noticeable effect on determining most of
the weighted features, just as in different datasets.
For future work, metapath concept can be applied to
other problems in this field. For example, similar
framework can be used to find spammer communities.
For finding community, reviews can be connected
through group spammer features (such as the proposed
feature in [19]) and reviews with highest similarity based
on metapth concept are known as communities. In
addition, utilizing the product features is an interesting
future work on this study as we used features more
related to spotting spammers and spam reviews.
Moreover, while single networks has received
considerable attention from various disciplines for over a
decade, information diffusion and content sharing in
multilayer networks is still a young research [27].
Addressing the problem of spam detection in such
networks can be considered as a new research line in this
field.
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